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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Forecasting volatility is important to fmancial market participants and other 

agents who need to hedge risk, This work uses time series techniques to analyze the 

behavior of volatílity of financial time series. The dissertation is composed of three 

essays. Each essay uses the herated Cumulative Sums of Squares (ICSS) algorithm of 

Inclan and Tiao (1994) to identify time periods of sudden changes in the variance of the 

series and the duration of the shifts. The break points identified by the ICSS algorithm 

are then used in a model of volatility that gives financial market participants information 

that could be used to develop a forecast. The model of volatility used in this work is a 

General Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity raodel (GARCH). The foUowing 

paragraphs describe the financial time series used, results, and conclusions of each essay. 

The first essay examines the excess retums of insurance stock indexes. The data 

used in this study includes five indexes by S&P that we use to proxy the performance of 

insurance firms in different sub-sectors. We find a general pattem on the excess retums 

of each index analyzed. The excess retums for all the indexes have three distinct 

regimes. The first sudden change in variance is a decrease that occurs around the same 

time for all the insurance stock indexes. The second regime of low volatility is then 

foUowed by an increase in volatility for all the insurance stock indexes. Anecdotic 

evidence suggests that the breaking points in variance are associated with changes in 

weather pattems that affect the profitability of the insurance industry. The break points 



in volatility are then incorporated into a GARCH(1,1) model. The results of the model 

indicate that the parameters containing information on the persistence of volatility 

decrease after a shock occurs. This is important for agents attempting to forecast 

volatility as our results lead us to conclude that agents who don't include the break points 

into their forecasts wiU overestimate the persistence of volatility after the shock, 

The second essay looks at the UK Brent oil futures-spot basis. The data used for 

this study are the Brent spot price and the three-month futures price for Brent oil-

deliverable conttacts ttaded at the London Intemational Pettoleum Exchange (IPE). Five 

regimes are identified by the ICSS algorithm that correspond to different economic 

events that are relevant to the quantity of oil demanded, its spot price and its future price. 

Including the endogenously found changes in our model of the variance of the basis 

results in a decrease in the persistence of volatility as indicated by the parameters in the 

GARCH model. This is an iraportant conclusion because an iraproved estimate of 

volatility would result in more accurate pricing of options. 

The third Essay examines the U.S. Treasury ten-year note security. The data that 

we are using in this essay are the yields on U.S. bonds. In a similar vein to the first two 

essays the third essay uses the ICSS algorithm to detect sudden changes in variance for 

10-year bond yields issued in the United States. The 10-year bond is a benchmark for 

long-term yields in the United States and is widely used to hedge against risk by agents 

participating in mortgage backed securities markets. This essay sheds some light on the 

properties of volatility of the 10-year bond yield, which is important information for 

those agents who depend on this information for forecasting, and for poHcymakers whose 



goal is to influence the level of interest rates in the economy. The volatílity is modeled as 

a GARCH process allowing for endogenously determined sudden changes in variance. 

An in sample forecasting experiment was carried out to compare the efficiency of the 

forecasts between the GARCH process allowing for endogenous changes in variance and 

a GARCH model that omits them. 

The results of this work are important to those wishing to hedge or speculate 

using derivative markets, and to those who depend on a raore accurate idea of the 

behavior of the volatility of a variable of interest. By omitting a variable that conttols for 

stractural shifts in volatility, the resulting model wiU overestimate the persistence of 

volatility caused by an unexpected shock. This conclusion is consistent with previous 

work on other financial time series variables. This dissertation differs from the majority 

of previous work using the GARCH-class models since it determines the changes in 

variance by using the ICSS as opposed to enforcing those changing points apriori. 



CHAPTERII 

LITERATURE REVIE W 

Risk Management 

Firms are exposed to various kinds of risks that affect their profitability and 

distribution of retums. Santomero and Babbel (1997) point out that firms incur costs 

brought about by volatility in eamings. Recognizing this, the firra is forced to choose the 

variability of eamings as a variable that it selects to optimize subject to the usual 

consttaints, Firms that fail to manage risks effectively may be faced with insolvency. 

The types of risks that firms actively try to manage include operational and financial 

risks. Institutions try to eliminate or mitigate the risks associated with their business 

practice by transferring the risk to other parties. A firm can shift risk in a nuraber of 

ways that include the use of insurance, pricing, and through the use of financial 

instraments such as derivatives. 

Volatility forecasts are usefiil for risk management, hence the interest in volatility 

forecastability in the risk management literature as reported by Christophersen and 

Diebold (2000). Christophersen and Diebold also report on the expanding interest and 

capability in risk management by private sector firms, in particular, firms in the financial 

services industry. The areas of investment banking, coramercial banking, and insurance 

are very active areas, and recently interest has increased on the regulatory side as 

govemraents seek to impose regulations on the financial service industry to prevent 

financial crisis. 
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Jim Yu (2002) discusses the iraportance of volatility in financial markets and its 

impact on economic performance. The financial volatility that has an adverse effect on 

economic performance includes the effect that volatUity in foreign exchange markets has 

on ttade, and the impact that volatílity in stock markets or real estate markets may have 

versus consumptíon. 

Financial Asset Pricing and Volatílitv 

Engle and Patten (2001) mention that in addition to risk management and 

regulatory activities interest stems from another area where predicting volatility is 

required. The area the authors raention is in forecasting asset prices in fínancial markets. 

Agents interested in these forecasts include portfolio managers who may want to sell a 

stock or a portfolio before it becomes too volatile. Option ttaders whose portfolio's value 

wiU fluctuate upon changes in the level of volatility. Market raakers whose profits 

depend upon setting the bid ask spreads wide enough to prevent losses due to an increase 

in volatility are also in the market for volatility forecasts. 

Other papers motivate the research on volatility such as Merton (1980), French 

Schwert and Starabaugh (1987), Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1989), Pagan and 

Schwert (1990), Nelson (1991) araong others by talking about the importance of 

volatility in asset pricing models. They establish a relationship between risk and retum, 

Most of the existing research is in agreement that investors require higher expected retum 

from assets that are riskier. An important concem for financial economists is with the 

predictable component of volatility. Pagan and Schwert (1990) mention that the concem 



witii the predictable coraponent is motivated by the fact that the risk premium is a 

function of it in many asset-pricing models. BoUerslev, Engle and Wooldridge (1988) 

find evidence to support the claim that the expected retum for assets is significantly 

influenced by the conditional second moments of retums. Merton (1980), Pyndick 

(1984), and French, Schwert and Stambauch (1987) are other examples of authors who 

have related changes in stock market volatUity to changes in expected retums of stocks. 

In a similar vein, Schwert (1989) finds evidence relating macroeconomic variables 

volatility to stock and bond retum volatility. 

This work adds to the effort on volatility modeling. This dissertation addresses 

and models three types of risks of interest to firms. The first essay isolates actuarial risks 

such as clustered claims due to natural catasttophes that are particular to the insurance 

industry. Better forecasts on the impact of catasttophic events on the firms cash flow 

help firms in the insurance industry take raeasures to reduce eamings variability. The 

second essay models the volatility of the basis of Brent crade conttacts, which is 

important to firms using this derivative to hedge against fluctuations in the price of crade. 

More accurate forecasts on the behavior of the basis allow firms to take better positions 

on derivative markets to hedge risks more efficiently. The third essay models interest 

rate risk, which affects primarily financial institutions and real estate firras. Iraproved 

forecasts on the variability of interest rates allow fírms to use swaps, caps, floors, futures, 

or other derivative products more effíciently to offset interest rate risk. 



Modeling Volatilitv 

The literature on modeling the volatility of fínancial time series goes back to 

Mandelbrot (1963) and Fama (1965). Fama (1965) reports in his fíndings that we should 

not expect to fínd a tirae series that is characterized by perfect independence. He makes 

the observation that the process that generates new bits of information is not independent 

across time, for instance, good news may tend to be foUowed raore often by good news 

than by bad news, and bad news may tend to be foUowed more often by bad news than by 

good news. Anofher source of time dependence besides the arrival of information is the 

way in which financial markets absorb the new bits of information and incorporates them 

into the price of f nancial assets. Financial economists refer to this behavior of asset 

retums as volatility clustering. Changing variance can also explain the high level of 

kurtosis in retum distributions, thus, a series that is characterized by volatility clustering 

often exhibits leptokurtosis in its distribution. Fama refers to the work of Moore (1962) 

and Kendall (1948) who show evidence that most of the distributions of price changes are 

leptokurtic. It is now a weU-estabHshed fact that financial retums display pronoimced 

volatílity clustering (BoUerslev and Wright, 2000) and (Anderson and BoUerslev, 1998). 

Only untíl just two decades ago did financial economists start raodeling the 

temporal dependencies that are present in volatiHty. Since then a large effort has been 

put forth to model the time series properties of volatility. It is Engle (1982) who 

develops a class of models where the conditional variance depends upon the past. The 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedastícity (ARCH) of Engle and its subsequent 



generalizatíon (GARCH) by BoUerslev (1986) are the first to formally model the second 

moment of financial time series. Since then many more models have been proposed for 

modeling the serial correlatíon in asset retums. These include the EGARCH by Nelson 

(1991), a number of switching ARCH (SWARCH) models based on Hamilton and 

Susmel (1994), the multipHcative ARCH model of Mihoj (1987), Geweke (1986), 

Panttila (1986), the GJR model of Glosten, Jagannatiian, and Runkle (1989), the 

nonlinear asymraetric GARCH (NGARCH), among others. Pagan and Schwert (1990) 

note that these models differ in their assumptions, but basic to these suggestions is the 

notion that volatility can be decomposed into predictable and unpredictable components. 

A good volatility model should be able to provide us with good forecasts of 

volatility and it should be able to capture its properties. Frequently used evaluation 

methods on how good a model is at forecasting future volatility include statistics like the 

Root Mean Square Error, the Mean Average Error, and the Theil-U statistíc. A model of 

volatility should incorporate characteristics of volatility such as mean reversion, 

pronounced persistence and allow for the possibility of exogenous variables that affect its 

behavior. Engle (2001) contends that the GARCH(1,1) is the simplest and raost robust of 

the family of volatility models. This work uses a GARCH(1,1) model that allows for the 

possibility of exogenous variables affecting the time path of volatility. 

Volatilitv Forecasting 

There are a large number of papers that evaluate different volatility models ability 

to predict future volatility. Many researchers use GARCH models to generate volatílity 



forecasts. Issues that are of interest to researchers include which interval frequency wiU 

provide us with better forecasts, which model perforras better at predictíng out of sample, 

and the abiHty of difîerent models to predict future observations at different forecast 

horizons. 

Comparing different existing models to predict volatility Andersen and BoUerslev 

(1998) demonsttate that volatUity forecasts correlate closely with the latent volatility 

factor that is of interest in most practícal applicatíons. Using daily data, BoUerslev and 

Wright (2000) report mean squared error statístícs for competing raodels. The 

GARCH(I,1) specification has the lowest mean squared error whereas competing models 

perform significantiy worse leading the authors to conclude that the GARCH(1,1) model 

forecast coraparatively better than the altematives. 

Comparing an altemative competing method to forecast volatility versus the 

ARCH class models authors have found conflicting results. Implied Volatility Models 

(rVM) that are calculated from option prices in theory represent the market's best 

estimate of future volatility. If the implied volatility exttacted from Black-Scholes did 

not represent the best estimate a ttader could device a ttading sttategy that could generate 

profits by identifying mispriced options. Jorion (1995) reports that IVM do better than 

ARCH type models. On another study, Day and Lewis (1992) report the opposite result 

where they show that an IVM cannot capture the entire predictable part of future 

volatility relative to some GARCH and EGARCH models. Comparing GARCH models 

against more naive commonly used historical estimates of volatílity Akgiray (1989) 

concludes tiiat GARCH forecasts of variance are better choices. 



Different authors have researched the issues of forecast horizon, interval 

frequency, and volatility forecasts on different classes of models. Christophersen and 

Diebold (2000) compare forecastability of different models at different forecast horizons. 

They find that forecastability decays quickly with horizon. They report that while the 

ability of models to forecast volatílity drop with horizon, they stiU have reasonable power 

even after 20 days of ttading. This is a relevant finding given that different horizons are 

relevant in different applications. BoUerslev, Chou and Kroner (1992) studied the issue 

of interval frequency and argue there is little doubt that volatility is forecastable on a very 

high-frequency basis, such as daily or hourly. The ability of volatility models to forecast 

future fluctuations of different asset classes is of interest to fmancial raarket participants. 

Engle, Lilien and Russell (1987) find that volatility is raore forecastable in bond raarkets 

than any other markets. 

VolatíHtv Persistence 

We have reported on the existing literature on the issues on volatility modeling 

and volatility forecasting. We now tum our attention to the literature on volatility 

persistence and breaks in regimes. One of the features of volatility is that it exhibits 

volatility persistence. Engle and Patton (2001) define volatility persistence as a process 

where today's retum has a large effect on the forecast variance many periods in the 

future. BoUerslev (1992) reported results that suggested a high degree of inter-temporal 

volatility persistence. Poterba and Summers (1986) examine the issue of persistence of 

volatílity in stock retums and argues that if volatiHty persists a long time it wiU have a 
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significant impact on the stock prices. On the other hand, if the shocks to volatility are 

only transitory, the raarket won't adjust the future discoimt rate that it demands on 

investments. Chou (1988) uses the GARCH methodology to examine the issue of 

volatUity persistence in stock retums. Chou finds tiiat the persistence of shocks to 

volatility is so high that mean reversion may not happen, or it takes a long time to occur. 

His results iraply that a shock to volatility would be responsible for market declines. 

Stractural Breaks 

Determinist events such as scheduled macroeconoraic announceraents, changes in 

the political envhonment, catastrophic events, changes in policy stance among others can 

have an impact on a volatility series. Wilson, Aggarwal, and Inclan (1996) looked at 

sudden changes in variance of oil futures conttacts, oil-producing corapanies' stock 

prices, and S&P retums over 1982-1992. Their results indicated that regime changes 

accounted for a substantial portion of estimated persistence. One solution is to allow for 

periods with different unconditional variances by inttoducing deterministic shifts into the 

variance process. This idea is sirailar to Perron's (1989) who found that failing to 

accoimt for stractural breaks in the mean equation makes it more difficult to reject the 

nuUof aunitroot. 

As reported in the volatility modeling section above, a consistent finding is that 

shocks to volatility are exttemely persistent as implied by the conditional variance 

equation. However, when looking at norainal exchange rates, Lasttapes (1989) foxmd 

that the estimated persistence of shocks to volatility was significantiy reduced when 
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monetary regimes were accounted for in the GARCH model. Examining stock retums, 

Hamilton and Susmel (1994) also found shocks were less persistent when taking into 

accoimt regime changes. Modeling the volatility of three major U.S. doUar exchange 

rates, Klassen (2002) indicated that tiieir volatility forecasts are too high in volatile 

periods. Klassen argues that this is due to the high persistence of shocks in GARCH 

forecasts. To obtain more flexibility regarding volatility persistence Klassen, and 

Hamilton and Susmel, used a Markov-switching raodel to accoimt for stractural changes. 

These authors allowed regimes to be determined by the data instead of enforcing regimes 

apriori as in Lasttapes (1989). Detecting regime changes endogenously is an 

improvement over imposing changes based on apriori groxmds. 

In a similar vein Following Wilson, Aggarwal, and Inclan (1996), Aggarwal, 

Inclan, and Leal (1999) and Malik (2003) detect regime changes endogenously. The 

detection of a regirae shift is deterrained endogenously by the data using the ICSS 

algorithm of Inclan and Tiao (1994). VoIatUity shifts are inttoduced in a GARCH raodel 

to find the effect of a shock on persistence of volatility. A consistent finding by these 

authors is that inttoducing a variable that control for regime changes in the variance 

equation reduces the estimates of volatility persistence given by a simple GARCH 

specification. 
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CHAPTERIII 

WEATHER SHOCKS TO INSURANCE STOCK 

PRICES AND VOLATILITY 

PERSISTENCE 

Absttact 

Weather events such as tomadoes or hurricanes create liabilities for insurance 

companies. These types of windstorms affect insurance companies' profitability and 

stock prices. In particular, the losses associated with wind related claims wiU adversely 

affect retums and may increase the associated investment risk of insurance companies. In 

this paper we use insurance stock prices to examine how pattems of windstorras and 

general climactic changes affect the volatility of retums (figure 3.1). This paper 

examines fhe path of adjustment of volatility of insurance stock prices by using a general 

autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic raodel (GARCH) accounting for volatility 

shifts. Models that do not account for regime changes in conditional volatility may 

overestimate the persistence of the weather event on stock retum risk. We use weekly 

data from 1/2/1990 to 6/5/2001 on an S&P insurance composite index and S&P insurance 

sub sectors indices controUing for movements in the overall stock market. The results of 

this paper are important to risk managers that wish to hedge risk caused by weather 

related events. Additionally, our findings wiU shed light on the operating efficiency of 

insurance firms. 
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Introduction 

There are several reasons that one raay want a model that accoimts for regime 

shifts to forecast volatility. First, h may help one assess more accurately the risk of 

holding an asset or have a better estimate of the value of an option by using the improved 

forecast of volatility on the Black-Scholes framework. Second, for risk managers it is 

important that they incorporate in their hedging strategies forecast confidence intervals 

that are time-varying, so that more accurate intervals can be obtained by modeling the 

variance of the errors. Third, more efficient estimators can be obtained if 

heteroskedasticity in the errors is handled properly. 

A model of volatility that provides a better fit for the data can also be helpful for 

analysts in shedding some light on the behavior of management in response to shocks. 

This paper is concemed with the effectiveness of insurance companies' management of 

industry specific risk. As weather related events that have economic consequences occur, 

the profítability of insurance companies is adversely affected and this reflects on the 

firm's assetprice. 

Literature Review 

ARCH models were introduced by Engle (1982) and generalized as GARCH 

(Generalized ARCH) by BoUerslev (1986). These models are widely used in financial 

time series analysis. Malik (2003) examines exchange rates using a GARCH model 

accounting for regime shifts in volatiHty and finds that the persistence in volatílity is 

reduced. Aggarwal, Inclan and Leal (1999) also using a GARCH raodel accountíng for 
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regime shifts in volatility on emerging stock market retums find a reductíon in volatílity 

persistence as well. It is important to incorporate the regime shifts in the model for 

improved forecast. Accurate forecasts are important to financial market participants 

wishing to hedge risk. A financial instrament that is creating interest is weather 

derivatives. The demand for these instmments is created by the need to hedge against 

weather surprises. 

Identifving Regime Changes in Volatilitv 

This paper uses the ICSS algorithm inttoduced by Inclan and Tiao (1994) to 

detect sudden discrete changes in volatility. Their analysis focused on detecting breaks in 

volatility due to a sudden shock in a given time series. It is standard practice in finance 

to use variance as a proxy for volatility. Malik (2003) describes their methodology as 

foUows; let £t be a series with zero raean and with unconditional variance (if. Let the 

variance within each interval be given by 0"y, j=0,l... NT, where Nj is the total nuraber 

of variance changes in T observations, and I < Ki < K2 < ...< KNT < T are the change 

points, 

af =TQ l < t < i (3.1.a) 

= T^ K i< t<K2 (3.1b) 

= Tlr KNT<t<T (3.1C) NT 
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Inclan and Tiao use a cumulative sum of squares to detect the number of changes 

in variance and the time point of each variance shift. Let C^ = ^^^^^ ef k=l.. .T be the 

(mean-centered) cumulative sum of squared observations from the first observatíon to 

the kth point in time. Define the Dk statistic as foUows 

Dk = (Ck/Ct)-k/T k=I,...,TwithDo=Dt=0. (3.2) 

Signifícant changes in variance are detected based on the critical values obtained 

from the distribution of Dk under the nuU hypothesis of constant variance. Specifícally, 

the nuU hypothesis of homogeneous variance is rejected if the maxiraura absolute value 

of Dk is greater than the critical value. Let k* be the value at which max k I Dk I is 

reached. If max k V(T/2) | Dk I falls outside the predetermined boundary, then k* is taken 

as the time point of a variance change in the series. The term V (T/2) is required to 

standardize the distribution. 

A critical value of 1.36 is used, which is the 95th percentile of asymptotic 

distribution of max k V (T/2) | Dk I. Therefore, in the Dk plot, the upper and lower 

boundaries are set at ± 1.36. A change point in variance is identified if it falls outside 

these boundaries. However, if the series has multiple change points then these are 

difficult to detect due to the "masking effects". To overcome this problem Inclan and 

Tiao (1994) designed an algorithm that looks at different pieces of the series for 

identífication of change points in variance. The ICSS algorithm works by evaluating Dk 
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over different periods of time, and those different periods are determined by the break 

points that are identífied by the Dk plot. 

GARCH Model 

Once the regime changes have been detected, we want to incorporate them in a 

volatility model. We begin with the estiraation of a siraple GARCH model. In 

developing a GARCH model, you wiU have to consider two distinct specifications—one 

for the conditional mean and one for the conditional variance. In the standard 

GARCH(1,1) specification: 

Yt = | i + £ , , f j l t . i ~N(0, cjf) (3.3) 

af=(ú+ asl^ + p crf_^ (3.4) 

Where N is the conditional normal distribution with a zero mean and variance O"̂  . 

I t-i is the information set available up to time t-1. In the GARCH specification, the sum 

of a and p measures the persistence of volatility for a given shock and would have a 

value of 1 for an integrated GARCH (IGARCH) process. Shocks to an IGARCH process 

have a permanent effect on the variance of a series. 
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Corabined Model of Sudden Chanses with GARCH 

Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) argue that persistence in volatílity is 

overestímated when standard (G)ARCH models are applied to a series with underiying 

sudden changes in variance. These shifts in volatílity could be due to regime/stmctural 

changes that are caused by weather, political, social or economic events. To get reliable 

parameter estimates of the conditional variance equation, regime shifts should be 

incorporated in tiie standard GARCH model. The present study uses a GARCH model 

with sudden changes in variance, which were identified by using ICSS algorithm.^ 

Yt = ^ + et, 8t | l t - i -N(0, (7f) (3.5) 

íxf = Q) + diDi +... +dnDn+ ael^+^ al, (3.6) 

where Di,.., , Dn are the dummy variables taking a value of one from each point 

of sudden change of variance onwards, zero elsewhere. 

Data 

This paper uses weekly data for the Wednesday close of the S&P insurance 

composite index, S&P insurance sub sector indices, and the S&P 500. The sample period 

spans from January 3, 1990 to October 24, 2001. In case of a hoHday on Wednesday, the 

closing level of the index on the previous day of ttading was used. The data is 

* Marquardt algorithm was used to maximize the log likelihood ftinction. All calculations were performed 
using RATS version 4.31 (Regression Analysis of Time Series). 
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ttansformed to retums by taking the natural log of the index at time t and subttacting the 

log of the level of the index at time (t-1). The source of the data is global financial data. 

Regime Changes in Volatilitv 

Time periods in which a regime shift in volatility occurs were identifíed using the 

ICSS algorithm. Three different regimes were identifíed in the insurance composite 

excess retums data and in the insurance sub indices. The fírst breaking point in volatility 

for the insurance composite excess retums data occurs in May 4,1994 where a significant 

decrease in volatility is identified by the ICSS algorithm. The second breaking point 

occurs in October 7, 1998 where a significant increase in volatility is observed. Table 3.2 

shows the breaking points for the insurance composite excess retums volatility and for 

the insurance sub sectors tracked by S&P. Similar results are seen in the sub sectors 

excess retum volatility series. The sub sectors also have three different regimes. In all 

cases the ICSS identifies an initial significant decrease in volatility foUowed by a 

significant increase in volatility for the third regime. These three periods correspond to 

periods of time characterized by different amounts of weather related damage. Anecdotal 

evidence suggests that the first period in our sample has a normal amount of severe 

weather event. 11.37 biUion doUars in damage is the average from 1955 to 1999 

according to data compiled from the National Climatic Data Center. The second regime 

is characterized by weather that was relatively raild. The third regirae may be associated 

with a very sttong El Nino effect that occurred in 1998. El Nino is associated with 

changes in global weather pattems including windstorms, droughts or winter weather 
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variations. In 1998 the amoimt of damage created by windstorms jumped to 16.11 bUHon 

doUars. The increase in weather surprises may be responsible for the increase in 

volatility in insurance stock prices in this time period. 

Swiss Re (2004) reports yearly losses suffered by insurance companies due to 

natural and man made catasttophes for the period between 1990-2002 (refer to appendix 

B.l). From this data, the correlation of the standard deviation of retums and the losses 

suffered by the Insurance industry was calculated. We calculated three correlation 

measures. The first was the correlation of the standard deviation of retums and the losses 

suffered by the insurance industry due to natural catasttophes. The correlation in this 

first case was .132. The second measure was the correlation of the standard deviation of 

retums and the losses suffered by the insurance industry due to raan-raade catasttophes. 

The correlation between these two variables was .4903. The third measure was the 

correlation between the standard deviation of retums and the total losses of the insurance 

industry. This final measure was .418264. 

Results and Concluding Reraarks 

Dummy variables were included in the variance equation to account for breaks in 

volatility. Table 3.3 shows that the persistence of shocks as measured by a plus p was 

significantly reduced in all cases. The persistence of volatility declined from 0.99293 to 

.37337 for the insurance composite index. Note that in the GARCH specification that 

excludes dummy variables, the ARCH and GARCH parameters were significant at the 

1% level. When regime shifts are accoxmted for in the model, these two parameters 
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became insignificant at the 5% level. The loss of significance in the parameters is 

consistent with the notion that time varying volatility may be a manifestation of regime 

shifts. ARCH LM test and Ljung-Box statistics were performed on standardized residuals 

(Et/Vht) from both models. Neither model reveals any ARCH effects or autocorrelatíon 

after fitting the model. 

Similar declines in volatility occur to the sub indices property casualty, multiline, 

and insurance brokers when accounting for regime changes. An exception to this trend is 

the life and health industry where the decline in volatUity persistence is noticeably less 

than that of the other sectors. The decline in volatiHty in this case was only 6.45%. A 

possible explanation for this difference raay be due to the regulatory environment. The 

Health Insurance Portability and AccountabiHty Act of 1996 (HIPAA) was designed to 

protect individuals whose health insurance coverage may be affected by a number of 

circumstances such as job loss, the onset of a chronic condition or disabled disease, or 

divorce. This act consttains insurance firms on their ability to manage actuarial risk 

efficiently and may cause volatility to remain high even after conttoUing for changes in 

regime. 

This paper finds regime shifts in volatility and accounts for them in a GARCH 

specification. Our results show that omitting a variable that controls for regirae shifts 

wiU give us a wrong forecast as we overestiraate the persistence of volatility. This is an 

important finding for risk managers and analysts whose actions depend on the best 

forecast available. 
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Figure 3.1: hisurance Composite Excess Retum Volatility 
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Insurance Brokers 

15 
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Note: Bands at +-Z standard 

Figure 3.2: Insurance Brokers Excess Retum Volatility 
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Life and health 

15 

Note: Bands at +-3 
standard deviations 

Figure 3.3: Insurance Life and Health Index Excess Retum Volatility 
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Multilíne 

Figure 3.4: Insurance Multí Line Excess Retum Volatility 
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Property Casualty 

15 

Note: Bands at +-3 standard 
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Figure 3.5: Insurance Property Casualty Excess Retum Volatility 
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Figure 3.6: Combined Graph of Excess Retum Volatilities 
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Table 3.2: Sudden Changes in Volatility of Insurance Stock Indices 

Insurance 
Composite* 

Life and 
Health* 

Property 
Casualty* 

Multiline* 

Insurance 
Brokers* 

#of 
Change 
Points 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Time Period 

Jan3,90-May4,94+ 

May4,94-Oct7,98++ 

Oct7, 1998-Oct31,01+++ 

Jan3,90-Oct27,93+ 

Oct27,93-Sep9,99++ 

Sep9,99-Oct3I,01+++ 

Jan 3,90-Apr 20,94+ 

Apr20,94-Octl4,98++ 

Octl4,98-Oct31,01+++ 

Jan3,90-May4,94+ 

May4,94-Jul8,98++ 

JuI8,98-Oct31,01+++ 

Jan3,90-Sep22,92+ 

Sep 22,92-Sep 2,98++ 

Sep2,98-Oct31,01+++ 

attfmc rtt thí» mve^ inrlPY nvPT thft S Æ P 

Standard 
Deviatíon 

1,88134 

1.35827 

3.1246 

2.02051 

1.54082 

3.44056 

2.10530 

1.54171 

4.04364 

2.26358 

1.59769 

3.485338 

2.32796 

1.66736 

3.71528 

MH) comt osite inde 

+Period of normal weather 

++Period of mild weather 

+++The 1997-1998 EI Nino was very strong 
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CHAPTERIV 

VOLATILITY OF THE UK BRENT BASIS: PERSISTENCE 

AND SUDDEN CHANGES 

Abstract 

To date, studies have found that the futures-spot basis is stationary and can be 

modeled as an AR process; however, formal analyses of the variance of the basis are stiU 

lacking. This paper measures the persistence in basis volatility allowing for 

endogenously determined sudden changes in variance. Volatility is modeled as a 

GARCH process and changes in variance are detected using the iterated cumulated sums 

of squares (ICSS) algorithm. The study uses UK Brent oil íutures-spot basis and results 

indicate that estimated persistence in volatility is significantly reduced once volatility 

shifts in the GARCH model are taken into account. 

Introduction 

Much attention has been paid to forecasting and modeling the basis of futures-

cash prices in commodity and energy markets (e.g., Garcia and Sanders 1996, Lien and 

Wilson 2001). The reasons for this attention are clear. Unexpected movements in basis 

can affect net prices received and knowledge of basis behavior allows for more accurate 

evaluation and comparison among altemative strategies dealing with ftitures hedging, 

contracting, and production decisions. To date, most studies have focused on properties 
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of the first moment and formal analyses of the variance are stiU lacking. This paper 

measures the persistence in the volatility of the UK Brent oil futures-spot basis allowing 

for endogenously determined sudden changes in variance. 

Researchers have concluded that the basis is stationary and can be modeled as an 

autoregressive process (Garcia and Sanders 1996, Root and Lien 2003). However, little 

emphasis has been placed on determining whether or not the basis exhibits time-varying 

volatility. Garcia and Sanders (1996) raised the question of whether or not the volatility 

of the live hog cash-futures basis changed over time and argued that changing basis risk 

affects the ability of futures markets to transfer risk. This issue is equally important for 

oil markets. Fong and See (2002) examined WTI crude oil futures prices using a 

Markov-switching model of conditional volatility. They found several distinct regime 

changes over the 1992-1997 period and concluded that accounting for the regimes can 

improve short-term hedging strategies. Om* paper foUows more closely that of Wilson, 

Aggarwal, and Inclan (1996) who looked at sudden changes in variance of oil futures 

contracts, oil-producing companies' stock prices, and S&P retums over I982-I992. 

Their results indicated that regime changes accoimted for a substantial portion of 

estimated persistence. However, neither study looked directly at the basis. 

This research identifies time periods of sudden changes in basis volatility and 

incorporates this information into a volatiHty model to examine the effect of regime 

changes on the basis volatility persistence. Resuhs are important for decision makers. In 

^ Related work examined fixtures and spot prices using bivariate GARCH and made inferences about the 
basis (e.g., Chatrath, et al., 2002). However, the focus was on lead-lag relationships and transmission of 
shocks from one index to die other as opposed to the volatility of the basis itself 
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fact, Porteba and Summers (1986) showed that an mcrease in expected volatility 

persistence reduces an assefs current price. Andersen and BoUerslev (1998) contend that 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity models provide very accurate volatility 

forecastsprovzJeí/persistence is accurately estimated. 

Lastrapes (1989) argued that accounting for regime shifts reduces estimated 

volatility persistence. Similar studies also imposed regime shifts on apriori grounds and 

thus change dates were correlated with the data and may have introduced biases into the 

analysis. To overcome this problem, we detected time periods of sudden changes in 

variance using the iterated cumulated sum of squares (ICSS) algorithm. This method 

detects significant increases and decreases in volatility so that both the beginning and end 

of distinct regimes may be endogenously identified. We examined daily fiitures-spot data 

for UK Brent oil fi:om August 31,1995 through July 3, 2003 and found four points of 

sudden change in variance. We then augmented the standard generalized autoregressive 

conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) model to control for the sudden changes. 

Results indicated that accounting for endogenously-determined volatility shifts 

considerably reduced the estimated measure of persistence in volatility. 

Volatilítv and Persistence 

BoUerslev's (1986) GARCH model is among the most popular techniques for 

modeling financial time series. A consistent finding is that shocks to volatility are 

extremely persistent as implied by the conditional variance equation. However, when 

looking at nominal exchange rates, Lastrapes (1989) foxmd that the estimated persistence 
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of shocks to volatility was significantly reduced when monetary regimes were accoxmted 

for in the GARCH model. Examining stock retums, Hamilton and Susmel (1994) also 

foimd shocks were less persistent when taking into account regime changes. They used a 

Markov-switching model to account for stractural changes and thus regimes were 

determined by the data and not enforced apriori as in Lastrapes (1989). Detecting 

regime changes endogenously is appealing and superior to imposing changes based on a 

priori grounds. 

The present paper estimated the persistence in basis volatility allowing for sudden 

changes in variance. In contrast to most previous studies that used GARCH techniques, 

the detection of a regime shift is determined endogenously by the data using the ICSS 

algorithm of Inclan and Tiao (1994). FoUowing Wilson, Aggarwal, and Inclan (1996), 

Aggarwal, Inclan, and Leal (1999) and Malik (2003), volatility shifts are introduced in a 

GARCH model to find the effect of a shock on persistence of volatility. 

Data 

Data are the Brent spot price and the 3-month futures price for Brent oil-

deliverable contracts traded at the London Intemational Petroleum Exchange (IPE). 

IPE's Brent price is a common reference petroleum price and provides daily signals for 

the world's fuel prices. Oil futures prices are quoted on IPE for delivery of a specified 

quantity of crade at a specific time and place in the future. The 3-month futures oil 

contracts are traded on IPE and are Brent-deliverable. Daily data for crade oil futures are 
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from IPE while spot price data are from Reuters. The price of crade oil is measured in 

US doUars and cents per barrel. Sample period was August 31, 1995 - July 3, 2003. 

Methodologv 

The basis was computed as the first-difference of the log of the prices (futures-

spotprices). Table4.1 shows descriptive statistics. Note that basis is leptokurtic, which 

often indicates ARCH effects. The augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) statistic was used to 

test the null hypothesis of a unit root. However, the ADF test has low power, thus the 

Kwiatowski-PhiIIips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) statistic for testing the null hypothesis that 

the basis is stationary was also used. Table 4.1 shows these results and indicates the basis 

is stationary. Thus, we model the basis in level form and allow for the possibility of 

ARCH effects. 

Sudden discrete changes in variance are detected by the ICSS algorifhm (Inclan 

and Tiao 1994). Their analysis focused on detecting a variance change due to a shock 

which alters the variance until the series experiences a future shock. Let e^ be zero mean 

with unconditional variance a^. The variance within each interval is a], j = QX...Nj,, 

where A^ris the total number of variance changes in robservations and 

1 < X"j < /̂ 2 < - < i^NT <T dxcthe changepoints, 

a^ = TI for \<t< ^ (4.1.a) 

a^ = TI for ^<t<K2 (4.1 .b) 
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^ f = ^NT for ^j,<t<T (4.1 .c) 

A cimiulative sum of squares determines the number of changes in variance and 

thetimepointof each variance shift. Denote Cf^=^ sf , k = \,...,T asthe(mean-

centered) cumulative sum of squares from the first observation to the Ath point in time. 

Define the Dk statistic as foUows: 

D^=(CJCj)-klT, k = \,...,T with D^=Dr=Q (4.2) 

If there are no changes in variance then the Dk statistic wiU osciUate around zero 

and resemble a horizontal line when plotted against k. If the series contains changes in 

variance, then it wiU plot as a drift from zero. Significant variance changes are detected 

using critical values obtained from the distribution ofDk under the nuU hypothesis of 

constant variance. Rejection of the nuU occurs if the maximum absolute value ofDk is 

greater than the critical value. Let A:* denote the value at which max^ | Z)̂  | is reached. 

If max^ -yJTIl ID^ \ falls outside thepredeterminedboundary, then Â:* is taken as the 

timepointofavariancechange. 4fl2 standardizes the distribution. 

FoIIowing Aggarwal, Inclan, and Leal (1999), a critical value of 1.36 is used, 

which corresponds to the 95*'* percentile of the asymptotic distribution of 

max^ -JTT \DJ^\. In the Dk plot the upper and lower boundaries are set at ±1.36. A 

change point in variance is identified if it falls outside these boundaries. Multiple change 

points are difficult to detect due to "masking effects." Therefore, hiclan and Tiao (1994) 

designed an algorithm that examines different pieces of the series for identification of the 

change points in variance. The ICSS algorithm works by evaluating Dk over different 
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where iS'̂ ;..., Stn are the set of dichotomous variables taking a value of one from eachpoint 

of sudden change of variance onwards and zero elsewhere (Aggarwal, Inclan, and Leal 

1999). 

Results and Concluding Remarks 

Table 4.2 indicates time periods when there was a shift in volatility as identified 

by the ICSS algorithm. Four change points were detected for the basis making for five 

volatility regimes. Figure 4.1 provides a graphical depiction of the sudden changes in 

variance and the corresponding regimes. The bands represent ±3 standard deviations 

where change points are estimated. The first two periods (August 31,1995 - May 8, 

1996 and May 9, 1996 - September 26, 1996) coincide with the acceleration of the US 

economy and the consequent increase in the demand for oil and reduction in crade oil 

inventories. The third period (September 27,1996 - March 12, 1998) includes the 1997 

Asian crisis, the buildup of inventories and the weakening of oil prices. The fourth 

period (March 13,1998 - Febraary 14,2002) covers the coUapse of oil prices and 9/11. 

The last period (Febraary 15, 2002 - June 19, 2003) includes the change to oil price band 

targeting by OPEC in Febraary 2002 and the US recession. 

Having determined fhe sudden change points, the next step was to incorporate 

these sudden changes in variance in the GARCH model. Regime control variables were 

included to accoimt for variance shifts. For comparison purposes, we report results from 

the model with no regime control variables. Table 4.3 clearly indicates that regime 

changes do matter. In fact, the persistence of shocks, which is measured by the sum of 
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the estímated ARCH and GARCH parameters (a+/3), was reduced by 36 percent with the 

inclusion of the regime control variables. The result is consistent with Lastrapes (1989) 

who suggested that ARCH effects may be a manifestation of regime changes and the 

findings by Aggarwal, Inclan, and Leal (1999) of weaker ARCH effects after accoimtmg 

for regime changes. 

This study detected time points of shifts in volatility for the basis and 

incorporated this information into a volatility model. In contrast to most related 

GARCH-class studies, the regime shifts were not enforced apriori but were determined 

by the data using the ICSS algorithm. The endogenously determined information about 

regime shifts was used in conjunction with a GARCH model to determine the effects of 

shocks on volatility persistence. Consistent with the previous findings, we find that 

volatility persistence is significantly reduced by incorporating regime shifts. However, 

our results do not rely on the researcher imposing restrictions on a priori grounds and 

also make use of the popular GARCH modeling technique as a way of estimating 

volatility persistence. Empirically capturing the lower persistence should reduce the 

losses that futures traders may experience from sudden price swings as well as lead to 

more accurate pricing of options since these instruments may be overpriced if persistence 

is assumed to be higher than it actually is. Overall, incorporating information on sudden 

changes in variance improves the estimation of volatility persistence and should be 

considered useful to researchers and financial market participants. 
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Table 4.1: Descriptive Statistics for the Basis 

Mean Standard Deviation Kurtosis ADF KPSS 

0.0577 0.0666 3.2143 •4.4277* 0.5628 

Notes: ADF statistic tests the null hypothesis of a xmit root. Number of lags on the augmenting term was 2 
based on SBC. KPSS statistic tests the nuU hypothesis that the series is stationary. Tests included a 
constant and trend. * indicates signifícant at 1%. KPSS was not significant at conventional levels. n=2046. 

Table 4.2: Sudden changes in volatility 

Time Period Standard Deviation 

August 31, 1995 - May 8, 1996 

May 9, 1996 - September 26,1996 

September 27,1996 - March 12,1998 

March 13, 1998 - February 14, 2002 

February 15, 2002 - June 19, 2003 

0.01027 

0.02026 

0.13180 

0.02152 

0.01720 
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Table 4.3: GARCH(1,1) models 

Panel A. Ignoring sudden changes in variance 

a p (a+P) Adj.R^ 

0.0408 0.9550 0.9958 0.92 
(0.0000) (0.0000) 

Panel B. ControUing for sudden changes in variance 

a ^ (a+P) Adj. R̂  

0.1584 0.4777 0.6361 0.92 
(0.0000) (0.0000) 

Note: p-values in parenthesis. 
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0.1 

0.08 
Basis Residuals fram AR(2)-GARCH(1,1) IVIodel 

•0.12 

Figure 4.1: Residuals from AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model (8/31/1995-7/3/2003) 

Note: Bands at +3 standard deviations. 
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CHAPTER V 

PERSISTENCE AND SUDDEN CHANGES 

IN VOLATILITYIN THE TREASURY 

TEN-YEAR NOTE MARKET 

Abstract 

Understanding the determinants that affect the price of the 10-year Treasury note 

and understanding the way that markets include new information about these 

determinants are very important questions for financial agents that trade this instrament 

as well as policymakers. This paper addresses these questions using the Iterated 

Cumulative Sums of Squares algorithm of Inclan and Tiao (1994). The ICSS allows us to 

detect endogenously stractural changes in the process that determines the volatility of our 

time series. We show that not accounting for sudden changes in volatility wiU lead the 

econometrician to overestimate the persistence of volatility. A model that accounts for 

sudden changes is then compared to one that ignores it in a forecasting experiment by 

looking at their Mean Squared Errors. Accurate measures and good forecasts of future 

volatility are critical for the implementation and evaluation of asset pricing theories. 

Introductíon 

Numerous studies have tried to identify the linkage between different types of 

information releases and volatility in financial assets. Studies that link announcements 

and volatility in the Treasury Bond market include Fleming and Remolona (1999) who 
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list news releases ranking them in order of importance with respect to the greatest effect 

on price. They find that the largest price shocks in the bond market stem from the arrival 

of public information. Ederington and Lee (1993) also report on macroeconomic 

announcements and Treasury bond price volatility. They find that Unemployment, 

Producer Price Index and Consumer Price Index are the macroeconomic news releases 

have the greatest impact Hsted in order of importance. Li Li and Engle (1998) point out 

that the determinants that affect the price and volatiHty in the Treasury Bond market 

include periodically scheduled macroeconomic announcements as well as other 

scheduled news such as the public auction of T-bonds. Fleming and Remolona (1999) 

report a significant market impact on prices and volatility as a result of U.S. Treasury 

seciority auction results. 

Knowledge of the type of information that affects the price of Treasury Bonds is 

important to financial market participants. Knowledge about how markets process new 

information equally important. New information that is relevant to the valuation of a 

financial asset can result in breaks or ordinary shocks to volatility. The difference is that 

the former are low frequency events that lead to rare level shifts in volatility and remain 

in effect for a prolonged period of time. This is an important issue given the linkage 

between volatility and the price of Treasury securitíes. No unanimity exists on the 

relatíonship between volatílity and price of Treasury securitíes in the existíng literature, 

however in a survey by Sakar and Ariff (2002) most papers seem to support the notíon of 

a positive relatíonship between interest rate volatílity and bond yields. 
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Data and Methodologv 

We choose the on-the-ran ten-year yields on the U.S. Treasury note to represent 

the U.S. Treasury securitíes market in our analysis. We take the first difference of the 

series in this study. This series is statíonary. The sample daily data from Global 

Fmancial goes from April 4, 1994 to Febraary 5, 2002. On-the-ran securities are the 

most recently issued securities of a given maturity and account for the majority of inter-

dealer trading Fleming and Remolona (1999). 

Table 5.1 shows descriptive statistics for the difference of the 10-year note yields. 

The statistic for fourth moment indicates that our time series is leptokurtic, which often 

indicates ARCH effects. Engle (1982) shows that a possible cause of the leptokurtosis in 

the unconditional distribution is conditional Heteroscedasticity. The Generalized 

Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity GARCH(1,1) model proposed by 

BoUerslev (1986) has been widely used to model financial asset retum volatility and has 

become a benchmark. We wiU use a GARCH(1,1) model in this paper to model volatility 

of the 10-year note. We restrict our attention to a GARCH(I,1) specification since it has 

been shown to be a parsimonious representation of conditional variance that adequately 

fits many economic time series (e.g., BoUerslev (1987)). The augmented Dickey-FuUer 

(ADF) statistic was used to test the nuU hypothesis of a unit root. The 10-year note series 

is difference stationary. 

Sudden discrete changes in variance are detected by the ICSS algorithm (hiclan 

and Tiao 1994). Their analysis focused on finding a statistícally significant change in 
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variance change due to a break in the process that generates the volatility of the time 

series. Let e^ be zero mean with unconditíonal variance a^. The variance within each 

interval is a), j = 0,\,...Nj, where Nr is the total number of variance changes in T 

observatíons and 1 < yfi < /r̂  <... < /r̂ y, < T are the change points, 

0"f = TI for \<t< (5.1.a) 

.2 _2 
Í T ; = Ti for ^<t< ^ (5.1 .b) 

.2 2 
^t = ̂ NT foi" Kj^<t<T (5.1 .c) 

A cumulative sum of squares determines the number of changes in variance and 

the time point of each variance shift. Denote C^ = XM^^^ ' ^ ~ \'-^T as the (mean-

centered) cumulative sum of squares from the first observation to the Ath point in time. 

Define the Dk statistic as follows: 

D^=(CJCj)-klT, k = \,...,T with D^=Dj=Q (5.2) 

If there are no changes in variance then the Dk statistic wiU osciUate around zero 

and resemble a horizontal line when plotted against k. If fhe series contains changes in 

variance, then it wiU plot as a drift from zero. Significant variance changes are detected 

using critical values obtained from the distribution ofDk under the nuU hypothesis of 

constant variance. Rejection ofthe nuU occurs if the maximum absolute value ofDk is 

greater than the critical value. Let A:* denote the value at which max^ I ^;t M^ reached. 
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If max^ V772 | D^ | falls outside the predetermined boundary, then A:* is taken as the 

timepointof a variancechange. 4T 2 standardizes the distribution. 

FoUowing Inclan and Tiao(1994) table of critícal values, a critícal value of 1.36 is 

used, which corresponds to the 95*̂  percentíle of the asymptotíc distribution of 

max^ ^T / 2 I £)̂  I. In the Dk plot the upper and lower boundaries are set at ±1.36. A 

change point in variance is identified if it falls outside these boundaries. Multiple change 

points are difficult to detect due to "masking effects." Therefore, Inclan and Tiao (1994) 

designed an algorithm that examines different pieces of the series for identification of the 

change points in variance. The ICSS algorithm works by evaluating Dk over different 

periods of time and those different periods are determined by the break points identified 

by the Dk plot. 

The AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) is written as: 

Yt = î + Yt.i + £t, Bt | l t - i -N(0, crf) (5.3) 

h,=ú)-^æl^+fih^_, (5.4) 

where It.j denotes the information set available to agents up to time t-1. The AR(1) 

specification was chosen for the mean equation. The persistence of volatility for a given 

shock is given by (o^/J). In financial studies it is often found that this sum is very close 

to one, implying that shocks are highly persistent. 
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Combined Model of Sudden Changes with GARCH 

Andersen and Bollerslev(1998) show that (G)ARCH models provide good 

volatility forecasts. However, Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) argue that lagged squared 

residuals contribute little if any additional information about the variance of the retums 

process after accounting for regime shifts in volatility. Persistence in volatility is 

overestimated when standard (G)ARCH models are applied to a series with underlying 

sudden changes in variance. These shifts in volatility could be due to regime/structural 

changes that are caused by politica or economic events. The research of Lastrapes (1989) 

and Hamilton and Susmel (1994) also found shocks were less persistent when taking into 

account regime changes. To get reliable parameter estimates of the conditional variance 

equation, regime shifts should be incorporated in the standard GARCH model. 

Following Wilson, Aggarwal, and Inclan (1996), Aggarwal, Inclan, and Leal (1999) and 

Malik (2003) the present study uses a GARCH model with sudden changes in variance, 

which were identified by using ICSS algorithm.^ In contrast to most previous studies that 

used GARCH techniques, the detection of a regime shift is determined endogenously by 

the data using the ICSS and is more appealing to imposing changes based on a priori 

grounds. The foUowing is the GARCH(1,1) model controUing for sudden changes in 

vanance. 

Yt = î + Yt-i + 8t, Ct l l t-i-N(0, a^) (4.5) 

CT,̂  = Cû + diDi +... +dnDn + as'^^^ + p a^_^ (4.6) 

^ Marquardt algorithm was used to maximize the log likelihood function. All calculations were performed 
using RATS version4.31 (Regression Anaiysis of Time Series). 
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where Di^..., Dn are the set of dichotomous variables taking a value of one from each 

point of sudden change of variance onwards and zero elsewhere (Aggarwal, Inclan, and 

Leal 1999). 

Out-of-Sample Forecasts 

An important task in modeling interest rate volatility is the ability to forecast 

future volatility. Therefore, we perform an out-of-sample forecasting experiment to 

compare the ability of our models to provide the econometrician with the best possible 

forecast. Having an accurate forecast is important for financial market participants. In 

the case of the Ten Year Treasury security the importance of an accurate forecasts is 

specially important given the size of the market and the way in which the volatility in this 

market affects the value of portfolios, interest rates on mortgages, and govemment debt 

financing. 

This paper extends the Frances and van Dijk (1996) and Gokcan (2000) papers 

using GARCH models to forecast interest rate volatility. Knowledge of which model has 

better out of sample performance is essential to forecasters for evaluating altemative 

trading strategies. Therefore, we compare the out-of-sample forecasting performance on 

interest rate volatility using GARCH volatility models. The results provide further 

insights into modeling and forecasting interest rate volatility. 

For the purpose of measuring the performance of these models in forecasting the 

volatility, we constract a measure of trae volatility to compare with the forecasted 

volatility from the respective GARCH models [see Pagan and Schwert (1990), Day and 
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Lewis (1992), Franses and van Dijk (1996); Gokcan (2000)]. Similariy, we defme the 

trae imconditional volatility as: 

af={d,-df (4.7) 

where c^ is the unconditional volatiHty, dt is the actual difference in yield for day t, and 

d is the expected difference in yield for day /. The squared of the difference between 

actual and the moving average difference in yield would give us the implied volatility as 

noted in equation (4.7). The expected difference in yield for 8/22/01 is measured by 

calculating the arithmetic average of daily difference in yield from 4/4/94 to 8/21/01; the 

expected difference in yield for 8/23/01 is measured by calculatíng the arithmetic average 

of daily difference in yield from 4/5/94 to 8/22/01. This is repeated for the next 118 

days. That is, we estimate the GARCH and GARCH (with breaks) models using 1927 

observations and saving the last 120 observations for out-of-sample forecasting 

comparison. To obtain the one-period-ahead forecasting errors for the different volatility 

models, we used the foUowing equation: 

u,^,=CTl,-hl, (4.8) 

where (^ is the "trae" imconditíonal volatílity and hf^^ is the forecasted variance 

generated from the GARCH(1,1) and GARCH(1,1; with breaks) models. 

In order to assess the out-of-sample performance of the models, we computed the 

mean squared error (MSE) associated with several different horizons. The MSE is a 

useful and intuitively appealing measure for choosing the best forecasting model. For a 

sample of size T, we have: 
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MSE = T''^l^u] (4.9) 

Table 4 reports the MSE for the 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 one-step-ahead 

forecasts generated from the GARCH(1,1), GARCH(1,1; bp), and random walk (RW) 

models. The resuhs indicate that the GARCH class models perform better than the 

Random Walk at every forecast horizon. The comparison of the GARCH models 

indicate that the GARCH model accountíng for sudden changes in volatility perform 

better in short horizons of 15, 30, 45 and 60 days. However, a simple GARCH(1,1) 

performed better than the GARCH model controlling for breaking points when we 

forecast in the longer horizons of 90 and 120 days. This result indicates that the 

information contained by regime shifts is irrelevant at longer horizons. 

Results and Concludíng Remarks 

The dates of the sudden changes in volatility identifíed by the ICSS algorithm are 

listed in table 5.2 The number of sudden changes detected for the 10-year note was nine, 

thus, ten different volatility regimes exists for our sample. Figure 5.1 iUustrates the 

different regimes of volatility. The bands are at ± 3 standard deviations for the 

corresponding regime. The first period (April 4, 1994 - August 18, 1994) coíncides with 

the Federal Reserve surprising markets and sending a signal of their commitment to fight 

inflation. The move to tíghten added to 1.75% and was bigger than the markeí expected. 

The move reassured money managers that had been sitting on the sidelines with huge 

cash positions to buy securitíes according to The Wall Street Joumal. Volatility 
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decreased from the first regime to the second consistent with decreased uncertainty about 

the markets expectations of inflation. The foUowing tvvo periods (August 19, 1994 -

May 2, 1995 and May 3, 1995 - August 3, 1995) ending dates coincide exactly with the 

date of announcement of the 10-year note Treasury auction. This is consistent with 

Fleming and Remolona(1999) and Li Li and Engle(1998) who argue that public auctíons 

of Treasury securities may have an effect on volatility. The end ofthe period of 

(Febraary 15, 1996 - August 1, 1996) coincides with news on the deficit. The news 

release indicated that revenues topped estimates by 97 biUion making the deficit the 

lowest since 1981. The next period (August 5,1996 - April 8,1998), which is less 

volatile than the preceding period, includes a period with reassuring news about the 

economy. The economy soared during the period without inflation thus reducing the 

likelihood of the Fed tightening. The foUowing regime (April 9,1998 - November 10, 

1998) exhibits increased volatility. This period includes the Russian default and financial 

market uncertainties about a possible fínancial contagion. The next two periods 

(November 11, 1998 - June 1, 2000 and June 2, 2000 - January 1, 2001) include a period 

of Fed tightening. During this period stock prices declined rapidly resulting in fund 

managers fleeing to bond markets for safe heaven. The 10-year bond appreciated during 

the period with the yield going from a 52-week high of 6.93 to a low of 5.46. The 

begirming day of the last period in our study (January 2, 2001 - Febraary 5, 2001) 

coincides with an inter-meeting surprise rate cut by the Fed in an effort to stimulate the 

economy. On the news yields of the rate cut yields on the 10-year note went up .236 

percentage points. 
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Having determined the sudden change points, the next step was to incorporate 

these sudden changes in variance in the GARCH model. Regime control variables were 

included to account for variance shifts. For comparison purposes, we report results from 

the model with no regime control variables. Table 5.3 shows that regime changes do 

matter. In fact, the persistence of shocks, which is measured by the simi of the estimated 

ARCH and GARCH parameters (a+p), was reduced by 97.5 percent with the inclusion 

of the regime control variables. The result is consistent with Lastrapes (1989) who 

suggested that ARCH effects may be a manifestation of regime changes and the findings 

by Aggarwal, Inclan, and Leal (1999) of weaker ARCH effects after accountíng for 

regime changes. 

This study detected time points of shifts in volatility for the Treasury 10-year note 

and incorporated this information into a volatility model. In contrast to most related 

GARCH-class studies, the regime shifts were not cnforccd a priori buí were determined 

by the data using the ICSS algorithm. The endogenously determined informatíon about 

regime shifts was used in conjunction with a GARCH model to determine the effects of 

shocks on volatility persistence. Consistent with the previous findings, we find that 

volatility persistence is significantly reduced by incorporating regime shifts. However, 

our results do not rely on the researcher imposing restrictions on apriori grounds and 

also make use of the popular GARCH modeling technique as a way of estímatíng 

volatílity persistence. In theory, capturing the lower volatílity should lead to more 

accurate pricing of this instrament under asset pricing theories where investors are 

rewarded for volatility. Further, in macro models where deficits have real effects. 
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capturing the lower volatility could give policymakers more accurate forecasts on yields 

and the relationship with private spending. 

The ICSS is a powerful technique for discovering breakpoints ex post, they do not 

make ex ante predictíons about future regime shifts. Hamilton (1989) makes the point 

that the econometrician is presumed not to observe these shifts direcfly, but instead must 

draw probabilistic inference about whether and when they may have occurred based on 

the observed behavior of the series. To overcome this shortcoming one could use the 

ICSS and complement it with a technique that could help the econometrician find the 

likelihood of a sudden change in volatility ex-ante. For instance, Gray (1996) points out 

that even though the regimes are never observed, probabilistic statements can be made 

about the likelihood of their occurrence, conditional on the infoimation set. Hamilton 

(1990) also discusses in his paper a method to try to estimate the probability of a regime 

shift in volatility. Overall, incorporating information on sudden changes in variance 

improves the estimation of volatility persistence and should be considered useful to 

policymakers, researchers and financial market participants. 
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Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics for the Ten-Year Treasury Note 

Mean Standard Deviation Kurtosis ADF 

-.001001 .058583 5.268723 •22.4192* 

Table 5.2: Sudden Changes in Volatility for the Ten-Year Treasury Note 

Regime Dates 

April4, 1994-August 18, 1994 

August 19, 1994-May 2,1995 

May 3, 1995 - August 3, 1995 

August 4, 1995 - Febmary 14, 
1996 

Febraary 15, 1996 - August 2, 
1996 

Events 

Fed surprise 

Announcement of Treasury Auction 

Announcement of Treasury Auction 

Treasury reports better than expected 
revenues making the deficit lowest 

smce 1981 

Standard 
Deviation 

0.08183 

0.05151 

0.07596 

0.04288 

0.07620 

August 5,1996 - April 8,1998 

April 9, 1998 -November 10, 
1998 

November 11,1998 - June 1, 
2000 

June 2,2000 - January 1,2001 

January 2, 2001 - Febmary 5, 
2001 

Reassuring news on the economy 
(GoldUocks Economy) with low 
inflation and high employment 

Russian default and possibility of 
financial market contagion 

Fed tightening, stock market declines, 
and bonds surging as a result of 

managers using bonds as safe heaven 
Continued uncertainty about the 

economy and U.S. recession 
Fed surprises markets with aggressive 
rate cuts in an effort to stimulate the 
economy. Stock market surges on 

news and increased volatility in bond 
markets 

.04715 

.08484 

.05653 

.04093 

.06875 
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Table 5.3. GARCH(1,1) Models for the Ten-Year Treasury Note 

Panel A. Ignoring sudden changes in variance 

a p (a+P) TR ' 

0.033554 0.930689 0.964243 0.106295 
(0.0079) (0.0000) (.744403) 

Panel B. ControUing for sudden changes in variance 

a p (a+P) TR' 

0.022469 0.001548 0.024017 1.818923 
(0.4674) (0.9978) (.177442) 

Table 5.4: Mean Squared Errors for our volatility models 

Forecast Period 

Model 15 30 45 60 90 120 

GARCH 3.26 1.70 1.17 0.97 1.49 1.15 

3.22 1.66 1.15 0.95 1.49 1.16 GARCH 
with breaks 

Random 
Walk 

3.55 3.57 2.45 2.02 2.67 2.08 
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U.S. lOYearBond 

Figure 5.1: Residuals from AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) Model 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Volatilitv Persistence 

This study detected time points of shifts in volatílity for the S&P 500 insurance 

stock indices, the basis of Brent oil, and the Treasury lO-year note and included this 

informatíon into a GARCH-class model. In contrast to most related GARCH-class 

studies, the regime shifts were not enforced apriori but were determined by the data 

using the ICSS algorithm. This work used the endogenously determined information 

about regime shifts in conjunctíon with a GARCH model to determine the effects of 

shocks on volatility persistence. 

The results were very consistent for all the financial tíme series used in this work. 

This consistency is also found in previous findings by other authors. The consensus is 

that incorporating regime shifts significantly reduces volatiHty persistence. An advantage 

of the methodology used in this work is that our results do not rely on the researcher 

imposing restrictions on apriori grounds. Moreover, in addition to incorporating 

information on stractural breaks in the variance equation, this work makes use of the 

popular GARCH modeling technique as a way of estimatíng volatility persistence. This 

allows for GARCH effects to occur within regimes. 

It is interesting to point out that after imposing regime changes in the variance 

equation the main factor behind the decline in the estimaíe of volatility persistence was 

due to a large decrease in the moving average component of volatility represented by p. 
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The consistent finding throughout this work is that the estimate of p contributed to the 

largest portion of the decline. It is also interesting to point out that another consistent 

finding was that the moving average component would become statistically insignificant 

after controUing for regime changes. 

The results of this work are important to those who rely on predicting future 

variability of a variable of interest. Interest in volati ity forecasting stems from 

individuals who actively try to manage risk, regulators who want to manage the perceived 

level of risk of financial institutions that might affect economic performance, individuals 

participating in the derivatives market with the intention of profiting from speculative 

activities, Individuals that participate in the derivative markets with the intention of 

mitigating risk by hedging, and portfolio managers wishing to value an asset using 

estimates of volatility in asset pricing models. 

In theory, capturing the lower volatility should lead to more accurate pricing of 

this instrament under asset pricing theories where investors are rewarded for volatility. 

Secondly, it should also allow firms to free capital needed for their operations that is tied 

up or expensed to purchase the instraments needed to mitigate risk given that volatility is 

no longer overestimated by the model. Finally, it should allow regulators to formulate 

more efficient policies that affect financing of deficits as well as policies that affect 

financial institutions. 

This work also finds that on the treasury note series our models ability to predict 

out of sample is superior to a simple GARCH(1,1). However, this improvement in 

performance decays gradually with horizon. The implication is that those who require 
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short term forecasts of volatility would benefit from the using the methodology foUowed 

by this work. However, long term forecasts are superior just using a simple GARCH(1,1) 

model. 

A drawback of our methodology is the inability to predict the time at which 

stractural breaks might occur. The ICSS is a powerful technique for discovering 

breakpoints ex post, but it cannot make ex ante predictions about future regime shifts. 

Future work may be able to use the informatíon of the parameters in the model to predict 

a future regime change. One possibility would be to use the methodology suggested by 

Hamilton (1989) to draw probabilistic inferences of the likelihood of a discrete shift in 

the level of volatility. A model that is able to predict a shift in the variance should allow 

the forecaster to recalibrate the parameters of his model using the ICSS technique and 

allow him to have a superior forecast of volatility at short term horizons by incorporating 

this information to his model. 
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Insurance Stock Indices: 

Description: The S&P Insurance Stock Indices are portfolios of companies 
representative of the companies in this field, and is designed as a broad measure of the 
performance of an industry sector. 

Components: 

Insurance Life and Health: 
AFLAC Inc. (AFL) 
Conseco Inc. (CNC) 
Jefferson Pilot (JP) 
John Hancock Financial (JHF) 
MetLife hic. (MET) 
Torchmark Corp. (TMK) 
UNUM Corp. (UNM) 

Insurance Multi-Line: 
American Intemational Group (AIG) 
Hartford Financial Svc Group (HIG) 
Loews Corp. (LTR) 

Insurance Propertv Casualtv: 
AUstate Corp. (ALL) 
Chubb Corp. (CB) 
Cincinnati Financial (CINF) 
MBIA Inc. (MBI) 
MGIC hivestment (MTG) 
Progressive Corp. (PGR) 
SAFECO Corp. (SAFC) 
St. Paul Cos. (SPC) 
XL Caphal (XL) 

Insurance Brokers: 
AON Corp. (AOC) 
Marsh & McLennan (MMC) 
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AND VOLATILITY OF RETURNS 
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Table B.l: Losses Suffered by the Insurance Industry in BilHons of DoUars 

Year 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

2000 

2001 

2002 

Natural 

Catastrophe 

19 

16.5 

30.5 

8 

21 

17 

9 

4.8 

17 

29 

9 

11 

12 

Man Made 

5 

4.5 

5.5 

6 

3 

5.5 

3.7 

3.7 

4 

5 

4 

24 

1.5 

Total 

24 

21 

36 

14 

27 

20 

14.5 

8.5 

21 

34 

13 

35 

13.5 

Table B.2: Correlation Between Volatílity and Damages Caused by Damage Type 

Correlation 

Natural 

Catastrophes 

.132007 

Man Made 

.4903 

Total 

.4183 
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APPENDIX C 

RESULTS OF UNIT ROOT TESTS 

FORINSURNACE STOCK 

INDICES 
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Table C.l: Unit Root Tests for Insurance indices 

Index 

Insurance Composite 

Insurance Brokers 

Life and Health 

Multi line 

Property Casualty 

ADF Statistíc 

-13.43^ 

-15.37^ 

-1344^ 

-14.048^ 

-13.7385^ 

Notes: The optimal lag length was determined by the Akaike Information 

Criterion(AIC). The superscript a denotes that the statístíc is significant at the 1% level 

using the critical values by MacKirmon (1991). 
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APPENDIX D 

WALD COEFFICIENT STATISTICS 

FOR THE NULL 0¥ a + p = l 
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Table D. 1: Coefficient Tests for the Restrictíon of a-^ /3 = \ 

Insurance Composite 

Insurance Brokers 

Life and Health 

Multi Line 

Property Casualty 

Basis 

Difference in Yields 

F-statistic 

1.093236 

.678482 

1.570877 

1.06617 

.492990 

2.8255 

4.99933 

p-value 

.296168 

.410430 

.210557 

.302219 

.482863 

.0929 

.0254 
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APPENDIX E 

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT ROOT TESTS 
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(Augmented) Dickey FuUer Test 

Consider the AR(1) process defined by 

Y^=a^pY^_^^e, (E.l) 

Where a and p are parameters. e^ is assumed to be a white noise process. The 

nuU hypothesis that p = 1 is tested against the altemative of p being less than 1. The 

value of 1 would indicate that we have a unit root and the data generating process is non-

stationary. The Augmented Dickey FuUer (ADF) Test consists of adding lagged 

difference terms to take care of serial correlation. If the data have a signifícant trend and 

an intercept one can include it in the testing re ationship. One should use the simulated 

critical values from MacKirmon(1991) since the process does not foUow a conventional t-

distribution. 

The Kwiatkowski, PhilHps, Schmidt, and Shin(ICPSS) Test 

In contrast to the ADF test described above, The KPSS(1992) Lagrange 

Multiplier test evaluates the nuU of p being less than one versus the altemative 

hypothesis of p =1. The KPSS test is based on the residual series coming from an OLS 

regression of Yt on the exogenous variables Xt. Let ^,be the resulting residual series. 

Then, let the LM statistic be defined by the foUowing expression: 

\.yí=^S{t) l{T'Q (E.2) 
r=\ 

11 



where f^ is an estimator of the residual spectram at frequency zero and where S(t) is a 

cumulative residual function: 

S(t) = Y^er (E.3) 
r=l 

A 

where er-Y^- pX^. The critícal values reported in KPSS(1992) are used against the 

LM test statistic for deciding whether the series is stationary or not. 
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TREASURY AUCTIONS INFORMATION 
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Table F.l: Treasury Auction Information 

Auction 
date 

1/9/2002 
8/8/2001 
2/7/2001 

1/10/2001 
8/9/2000 
2/9/2000 

1/12/2000 
8/11/1999 
5/12/1999 

1/6/1999 
11/4/1998 
5/13/1998 
2/11/1998 

1/8/1998 
8/6/1997 
5/7/1997 

2/12/1997 
1/29/1997 
10/8/1996 
7/9/1996 
5/8/1996 
2/7/1996 

11/21/1995 
8/9/1995 

5/10/1995 
2/8/1995 

11/9/1994 
8/10/1994 
5/11/1994 
2/9/1994 

Announcement 
date 

1/2/2002 
8/10/2001 
1/31/2001 
1/3/2001 
8/2/2000 
2/2/2000 
1/5/2000 
8/4/1999 
5/5/1999 

12/30/1998 
10/28/1998 

5/6/1998 
2/4/1998 

12/31/1997 
7/30/1997 
4/30/1997 

2/5/1997 
1/21/1997 
10/2/1996 
7/3/1996 
5/1/1996 

1/31/1996 
11/13/1995 

8/2/1995 
5/3/1995 
2/1/1995 

11/2/1994 
8/3/1994 
5/4/1994 
2/2/1994 

issue date 
1/15/2002 
8/15/2001 
2/15/2001 

1/3/2001 
8/15/2000 
2/15/2002 
1/18/2000 
8/16/1999 
5/17/1999 
1/15/1999 

11/16/1998 
5/15/1998 
2/17/1998 
1/15/1998 
8/15/1997 
5/15/1997 
2/18/1997 
2/6/1997 

10/15/1996 
7/15/1996 
5/15/1996 
2/15/1996 

11/24/1995 
8/15/1995 
5/15/1995 
2/15/1995 

11/1.5/1994 
8/15/1994 
5/16/1994 
2/15/1994 

Offering 
amount 
6bill 
l lbi l l 
l lbi l l 
6bill 
lObiil 
lObill 
6bill 
12bi!l 
12bi!l 
Sbill 
12bi!l 
12bill 
12bill 
8bill 
12bill 
12bill 
12bill 
7bill 
lObii! 
10bil! 
14bil! 
Ubill 
13.5bill 
ISbill 
12.5bill 
12bill 
12bill 
12bil! 
12bill 
12bill 

CUSIP 
912827735 

9128277b2 
912827614 
9128276r8 
9128276J6 
9128275Z1 
9128275W8 
9128275n8 
9128275Q3 
9128274y5 
9128274V1 
9128274f6 
9128273x8 
9128273t7 
9128273eO 
9128272U5 
9128272Í0 
912872m3 
912827Z62 
912827y55 
912827x80 
912827W81 
912827V82 
912827U83 
912827t85 
912827S86 
912827r87 
912827q88 
912827p89 
912827n81 

Yieldavg 
3.48 
5.07 
5.05 
3.47 
5.8 

6.465 
4.3 

6.07 
5.47 

3.885 
4.76 

5.646 
5.558 
3.699 
6.205 
6.74 

6.374 
3.4 

6.502 
7.016 
6.902 
5.649 

5.9 
6.501 
6.608 
7.54 
7.96 
7.33 
7.36 
5.92 

Total 
accepted 

6,000,004 
12,043,085 
11,974,691 
6,000,430 

12,356,702 
12,270,123 
6,316,921 

14,746,238 
14,798,359 
8,530,979 

13,485,708 
14,772,032 
13,574,716 
8,408,613 

13,031,557 
13,950,603 
13,095,226 
7,353,017 

10,979,919 
11,525,896 
16,002,334 
15,509,293 
15,208,114 
15,006,102 
14,703,227 
13,794,560 
14,303,857 
13,323,181 
14,422,642 
12,951,397 
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